Brakenhale
at Home

Week 5

Hello

We are more than just a
school, we are a
community!

Each week we will be posting messages
from people in and around the Bracknell
area to see what our local friends, family
and neighbours have been up to to keep
spirits high!
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Dear Parents/Carers
This may have been a four day week but clearly this edition shows that five days’ worth of work
has been crammed into four. This week saw the launch of our assembly initiative and a big thank
you for all the feedback to both myself and Mr O'Brien on our inaugural presentations! I was quite
impressed that my son managed to hold the iPad still for long enough. You will also receive
today a video from Mr Beukes poignantly reminding us of the reason why we all have a Bank
Holiday tomorrow.
Entries have been coming in for the fun Friday joke challenge which I hope will create
some laughter in your households. Thank you to all of those who continue to contribute
to this Trust-wide initiative. Last week we had the most entries across all 10 Secondary
schools - a fantastic effort!

😂

Behind the scenes we continue to plan on a daily basis for our eventual return back to school.
Although we are still very unclear as to when and how this will happen, please be assured that we
will be ready.
I would like to thank you for your continued support and encouragement for #teambrakenhale
and I hope you are able to enjoy the bank holiday weekend with those in your household.
Please continue to stay safe and keep in touch.
My very best wishes, Jane Coley
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Well Done

to these fabulous staff who have passed important courses this week:
National Professional Qualification Middle Leadership

Miss L Willimott
Mr C Maye
National Professional Qualification Senior Leadership

Mrs C Masson
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▹ Virtual Cake at Break
Last Friday Ms Coley hosted a virtual ‘cake
at break’ with staff. Find some of the
contributions dotted through our news!
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Fun Friday Challenge!
Each week at Brakenhale
and across the Trust we
run the Fun Friday
Challenge.
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Cake at Break

▹ Mrs Forde
made a
coffee and
walnut
cake and
chocolate
brownies
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Fun Friday Challenge: NHS

Hand Hygiene Day
https://mobile.twitter.com/W
orcsAcuteNHS/status/125768
8494140526592

We wanted to share with you some of the feedback we received
Thank you so much for sharing the wonderful artwork. What an amazing
range of thoughts and creative ideas. Many of them brought a tear to my eye.

I have shared them with a range of colleagues across the Trust. It is
messages like this which keep us going through these difficult times.

▹

Please pass on my thanks and comments to your students, and ask them
to remember when all this is over to keep cleaning their hands, looking
after each other, and being supportive and compassionate to other people
as they convey this so clearly in their artwork.
Best wishes, Tracey Cooper

Deputy Director of Infection Prevention & Control
Worcestershire Acute Hospitals NHS Trust
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Cake at Break

▹

Ms Coley’s lemon
cream cake

▹

Mrs Palmer kept it
simple…
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Fun Friday Challenge: NHS

Hand Hygiene Day
https://mobile.twitter.com/W
orcsAcuteNHS/status/125768
8494140526592

We wanted to share with you some of the feedback we received from staff across the
NHS Trust
How wonderful and thoughtful.
Thank you for sharing these with us.

These are
heart warming,
Thank you for
sharing

How lovely, will you send my thanks, really cheered me up.
Those pictures have certainly brightened
my day J Thank you so much for sharing
them, and please pass my gratitude onto
the school who shared them with you. I
hope they are keeping well whilst all
this is going on, I can fully appreciate
how much effort they are putting in to
continue to support the pupils.

Thanks for these
Tracey. Please
pass my thanks on,
it does help give
you a boost

(From our chief Nurse) Tracey, please thank
the school for sharing, these are lovely tributes!
In these unprecedented times it’s
good to know individuals are so
supportive of all key workers.
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Cake at Break

▹

Ms Jefferies and
her 4 year old
Fraser made St
Clements
cupcakes with
mermaid icing,
mermaid tails and
carrots / heart
decorations!

▹

Ms Wilks
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😂

Fun Friday Challenge: Funniest Joke

Thank you so much for all of your entries this week with the
funniest jokes. There have been so many excellent entries, they
definitely made us chuckle!
We have had more entries from staff who seem to think their jokes
are funny, we will leave that for you to decide.
The house captains have all become very competitive as each
entry receiving house points - the lead has changed twice this
week with the challenge still running.
Fun Friday up till 05.05.20: Temple are steaming ahead

▹Farley (BLUE)
▹Jennetts (YELLOW)
▹Swinley (RED)
▹Temple (GREEN)

16
16
8
26

Total

66

Keep up with the fun Friday Challenges - we can all participate in
this!
Funfriday@brakenhale.co.uk
Mrs Theal, Mrs McCrorie , Fun Friday Team
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Cake at Break

▹

Mrs Hartley made Easter
chocolate nest cakes with
her left over mini eggs

▹

Ms Butcher’s ‘festive’ bake mincemeat loaf. It didn’t last
long, she said!
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😂

Fun Friday Challenge: Funniest Joke

Why do we tell actors to “break
a leg?”
Because we always have a cast

How does the moon cut his hair?
Eclipse it.

TEACHER: Didn’t I
tell you to stand at
the back of the line?
Student: I tried but
there was someone
already there!

I went into a pet shop and asked for a dozen bees. The
shopkeeper counted out 13 and handed them over.
"You've given me one to many" I said.
"That one is a freebie"
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Cake at Break

▹

Ms Lawes made a chocolate chip
and vanilla marble traybake
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😂

Fun Friday Challenge: Funniest Joke
I've recently started using food in my
magic act. I start by crushing garlic, basil
and pine nuts then I blend them
together with grated parmesan and
olive oil.
Hey Pesto!!!!!!

What do you call a happy
Penguin? A pen-GRIN!

A man walked into
the doctors. He said,
'I've hurt my arm in
several places.’
The doctor said,
'Well don't go there
anymore.'"

Why did the chicken cross the road?
To get to the shops! - “did you find that funny?”
“No!” Neither did the chicken, the shops were closed!
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Cake at Break

▹
▹

Ms Nahar’s chocolate cake
You can find the recipe here :

https://food52.com/recipes/80459-chocolatenemesis

▹

Ms Pickett’s birthday cake she
made for a family birthday
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😂

Fun Friday Challenge: Task Master

This week we have the Task Master Challenge!

You have to complete some or all of the challenges and
email them to funfriday@brakenhale.co.uk by 10am on
Thursday 14th May.
The challenges are:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Draw a self-portrait with your eyes closed.
Fill a hat with as many items starting with the letters
H, A or T that you can.
Theatrically recite a recipe.
Take a picture of your pet doing your schoolwork.

Do the household chores in your poshest outfit.

We look forward to your entries!
The Fun Friday Challenge Team
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Cake at Break

▹

Mrs Harries sent
photos of what was
left of her cakes!
The kids scoffed the
lot before she had a
chance to take a
photo!

▹

Her daughter made
the Rainbow cake and
the other was shop
bought!
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Achievements, House Points and Captains

▹

▹
▹

We continue to recognise the hard work that our students are doing
at home through our House System by issuing House Points. As
always, students who go above and beyond to deliver
exceptional work and get involved in the Friday Fun challenge will
earn additional House Points that will feed into the House System.
You will also get House Points by using the Exit tickets when you
have completed your set class work.
Our House system remains very competitive so please check our
communications for the latest placements of each house!
Keep up the Hard work!

Do You Have what it takes to be a Sports Captain?

▹

▹
▹

We have some vacancies for sports captain positions.
If you are interested then we would love to hear from you.
Please contact your Head of House or Mr Potter.
Thank you.

Mrs McCrorie, Curriculum Support Assistant & Mr R Beukes, Assistant
Headteacher
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Student Support Centre
Home activity packs students (and parents) from Think U Know
Created to support parents during Covid-19 and the closure of schools, each fortnight,
ThinkUKnow will be releasing new home activity packs with simple 15 minute activities to
do with your child to support their online safety at home. Included below are links for
children aged 11-13, 14+ and to support parents.

Age 11-13

➢

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/Support-tools/home-activity-worksheets/1113s/?utm_source=Thinkuknow&utm_campaign=f4fd0dd4eeTUK_ONLINE_SAFETY_AT_HOME_05_05_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0b54505554
-f4fd0dd4ee-55344485

Age 14+

➢

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/Support-tools/home-activity-worksheets/14plus/?utm_source=Thinkuknow&utm_campaign=f4fd0dd4eeTUK_ONLINE_SAFETY_AT_HOME_05_05_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0b54505554
-f4fd0dd4ee-55344485

Parents

➢

https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/parents/Support-tools/home-activityworksheets/?utm_source=Thinkuknow&utm_campaign=f4fd0dd4eeTUK_ONLINE_SAFETY_AT_HOME_05_05_20&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_0b54505554
-f4fd0dd4ee-55344485
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SEN Support +
5ways5days NHS Challenge
Well-being Through Sport:
https://teammentalhealth.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2020/03/The-complete-6-weekWellbeing-Through-Sport-Activity-Programme.pdf
Ms Bounds and Mr Read Linton suggest this link (for
parents) which is good for helping anxiety:
https://www.annafreud.org/media/11465/helpingcyp-manage-anxiety-apr2020-v3.pdf

During May the NHS are inviting
children and young people and their
families to take part in their online
#5ways5daysNHS challenge to
promote the Five Ways to Wellbeing.
To get you started they have put
together a primary school guide and
secondary school guide with lots of
suggestions for fun activities linked to
each of the Five Ways. They will also
be sharing extra tips from their Young
Health Champions every day on
Twitter, so keep an eye out for them!
https://www.berkshirewestccg.nhs.uk
/patient-information/coping-guidesfor-children-and-youngpeople/5ways-5days-nhs-challenge/
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The Promised Land
~ Władysław S. Reymont

"The Promised Land" by Nobel
Prize-laureate Władysław S.
Reymont is a perfect depiction of
the Industrial Revolution where a
Polish aristocrat, a Jewish
businessman and a German
industrial heir join a new venture.
Establishing a new company
becomes a struggle in the
emerging rough world of XIX
century capitalism. The three of
them, such different characters,
need to find more money,
therefore they are forced to set
aside their pride to necessary
capital.

Book
Review
by
Miss I. Cmok

This novel shows in a very
colourful way multicultural and
cosmopolitan Poland at the end
of the XIX century, along with the
boom and degeneration of
contemporary capitalism.
Reymont portrays both
coexistence and conflicts of
various social classes in a vibrant
panorama of a commercial city.
Three friends from three different
social backgrounds have three
different reasons that justify their
decisions.
How good are their life choices
they make?
Are they going to succeed?
Fascinating and ambitious read,
staple of Polish literature. Well
worth your time.
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Tilly’s Tips

And Woo Hoo Moments

For Coping with Corona Virus and getting
as many positives out of lockdown as
you can…
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Tilly’s Tips & Woo Hoo Moments

For Coping with Corona Virus and getting as
many positives out of lockdown as you can

Woo Hoo 5:
Tilly’s WOO
HOO tip today
is to WATCH
the
[Brakenhale
Staff] video she loves it
and all of you!!
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Tilly’s Tips & Woo Hoo Moments

For Coping with Corona Virus and getting as
many positives out of lockdown as you can

Tips for getting as many positives out of lockdown as you can.

Tilly Positive Tip 1

Tilly Positive Tip 2

Every day when Mummy is on a
hangout sneak into her bedroom
and borrow something out of her
makeup box to practice with –
she’s not wearing it much at the
moment so there’s loads spare!
(Well she’s not wrong there – but I
am now hiding the Benefit and
Charlotte Tilbury!!)

By 7.30pm Mummy is
always looking so frazzled I
find she doesn’t notice if I
sneak off into the lounge
and plug in my headphones
and my ipad – I get to stay
up sooooo late even on a
‘home school’
night!!
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Tilly’s Tips & Woo Hoo Moments

For Coping with Corona Virus and getting as
many positives out of lockdown as you can

Tips for getting as many positives out of lockdown as you can.

Tilly Positive Tip 3
"Do your school work really, really
well in front of your parents and
they get soooo pleased that they
give you extra pocket money and
chocolate - they never did this
during school time!!" (What I want
to know is who is giving me extra
pocket money and chocolate for
doing all my school work as
well??? 😂)
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Over the
Rainbow
Supporting the NHS
Send us pics of your rainbows to cheer us all up!
Email: athome@brakenhale.co.uk
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🏃

Get Active: GLAMS Competition – Miss Willimott

▹

GLAMS (Girls Leadership and Management Squad) is about a group of girls
who want to have their say within PE. They want to develop their leadership
skills by organising events and working together as a team. If this sounds like
you and you would like to be part of it, please join the google classroom.

▹

Rounders is a popular girls sport to play at Brakenhale and Miss Rushby and
myself, probably along with you, are missing it. We need to get our fix
somehow, so Rounders England have designed a competition which
we would love Brakenhale to take part in.

▹

The GLAMS would like to introduce an exciting competition,
open to BOYS and GIRLS!

▹

How would you like to design and win your own

Rounders Bat!
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🏃

Get Active: GLAMS Competition

▹

The competition is simple, all you need to do is design your own
rounders bat and a poster explaining a Top Rounders Warm
up/Exercise to do from home!

▹
▹
▹
▹

To download a pack, all you need to do is click on the link.

▹

If you have any questions, please get in touch on the above email
address.

▹

Remember if you want to make a difference in how girls enjoy sport,
become a member of the GLAMS.

▹

More information on the GLAMS google classroom, code: ooj7inc

You can help the GLAMS and design your own rounders bat.
The competition is open to both BOYS AND GIRLS!
Once you have completed your entry, please can you email it to
lwillimott@brakenhale.co.uk

Miss Willimott and the GLAMS
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4th to 10th May

Olivia
Bailey
Reece

7B
7N
7N
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House Points

▹ HOUSE POINTS FROM
DAY 1 OF HOME
LEARNING UNTIL NOW
6/5/20
▹
▹
▹
▹

FARLEY 5520
JENNETTS 5807
SWINLEY 5357
TEMPLE 6587
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4th to 10th May

Jessica
Mya
Gracie-Anne

8B
8R
8N

Freya
Jessica

8E
8H
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Head of House: JENNETTS
A little bit about your House Captain Mr Maye

How long have you been head of House? THIS IS MY 2ND ACADEMIC YEAR
Events that you do within your house System? ALL SCHOOL EVENTS
What does the house system means to you? THE HOUSE SYSTEM IS A COMMUNITY
WHERE PEOPLE OF DIFFERENT AGES AND BACKGROUNDS COME TOGETHER,
WORK TOGETHER, SUPPORT EACH OTHER.
Raising funds you do in your house (cake sales etc)? CAKE SALES BUT ALSO HAVE
PLANS FOR PHONE CASE, GAME CONTROLLER COATING
Your favourite sport to watch? FOOTBALL
Your favourite sport to play? FOOTBALL (IF MY BODY ALLOWS)
Football team you support? LIVERPOOL
Activities you like out of school? COACHING FOOTBALL, FAMILY TIME, GOING TO
THE GYM
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4th to 10th May

Dominik
Milly
Harvey
Megan

9E
9N
9R
9K
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Head of House: TEMPLE
A little bit about your House Captain Mrs Duffy

How long have you been head of House? 3 years! I still remember the very
first meeting when we decided on House names and colours!
What does the house system mean to you? It is all about celebrating the
positives and coming together as a community. Temple students are simply
fantastic and make me so proud!
Raising funds you do in your house(cake sales etc)? We have had some
fantastic cake sales that allowed us to fund our sports day flag and mascot
Your favourite sport to watch? Football
Your favourite sport to play ? Darts

Football team you support? Leeds United (we're going up)
Activities you like out of school? Going to the theatre, running my own dance
projects, yoga and the gym (well, the spa bit of the gym!)
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4th to 10th May

Thomas
Jacob
Spencer
Travis

10H
10K
10H
10R

Thomas
Daniel
Scott

10K
10N
10R
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Head of House: TEMPLE
A little bit about your House Captain Miss Willimott
How long have you been head of House? I have been Head of Farley House since September 2019!
Events that you do within your house System? I have been involved in cake sales and inter-house PE
competitions.
What does the house system mean to you? Being part of a family within school, looking out for one
another and wanting our family to succeed.
Raising funds you do in your house (cake sales etc)? This year we held a cake sale and we have got our
flag ready for Sports day. There will be more fundraising opportunities coming up!

Your favourite sport to watch? This is a tough one! Any sport that England are playing in! Loved
watching England win the Cricket World Cup in 2019 and the Commonwealth Games for Netball in
2018.
Your favourite sport to play? Netball
Football team you support? I support two! Tottenham Hotspur (grew up supporting these because of
my dad!) but I have been to more Middlesbrough games due to my other half!

Activities you like out of school? I like to meet up with friends, go for walks and hang out with the
family. I also love hosting games nights! I am that competitive. I even bought us a trophy for the
winner (sadly I have not won it yet - but I will!)
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4th to 10th May

Bethany
Matthew
Okanmifiyinfoluwa

11N
11E
11N
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CLOTHES RECYCLING – doing our bit for the environment and raising funds!

▹

▹

▹

Our Red Clothes
Recycling bins are full
up and unfortunately
Bag2School are not
collecting during
lockdown.
If you are having a
clear-out please bag
up your clothes and
store them
somewhere dry.

We will let you know
as soon as our next
collection is booked.

CLEARING OUT
YOUR WARDROBE
DURING
LOCKDOWN?
Bag up your
unwanted items for
Bag2School to help
us raise funds.
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4th to 10th May

Isobel
Harry

P16E
P16N
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Literacy Corner

An acrostic poem on the
word ‘Quarantine’ from
last week’s

Quarantine
Quitting is not an option for us.
Underneath this canopy of optimism
A raging river of boredom cascades.
Reality seems to be so far away
And our thoughts drift and wander: A
Never ending journey of uncertainty yet

by
Danielle Rabulan, P16

Time stands so still. Time has created an
Infinite loophole of apprehension and
Negativity seems to take over but,
Eventually we will meet with the ocean.
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Who to
follow…
▹

@turnerscience

Lots of posts, such as:
❖
❖
❖

Element of the day
Scientists you should know
Experiments you can do at home
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Dear
Diary

Happy 1st
Birthday

HUGO
Our trainee
Therapy dog!
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Dear
Diary

Mr O'Brien

Hi everyone,
This is a picture of me and my
children running in a place near my
home called Wildmoor Heath. It is
situated between two famous
institutions - the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst and
Broadmoor Hospital.

It is also well known as a place of
scientific interest, partly because it is
one of a very small number of places
in the UK where all of the native
species of reptile can be found.
There are house points on offer for
all of you who can
a) tell me how many species that is
(3 house points);
b) what all six species are (one
house point for each correct one).

▹ E-mail entries to
jobrien@brakenhale.co.uk.
Thanks for playing!
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Dear
Diary

Mr Maye

After spending more hard earned
money (don’t tell my wife 😉) and
some nifty DIY skills here is a few
snaps of my new PE office from
home!!!
My children do share this as their
playroom.... or do I share their
playroom?? I can’t remember!!!
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Ms Cullip’s

game corner

The Hat Game:
All you need for this game is a hat, some music and 5 questions!
Play the music for as long as you see fit. You must pass the hat around your players until you
hear the music stop. Once the music stops, whoever is holding the hat must answer 5
questions! The person in charge of the Hat and the Music is the person who has the answers
to the questions! The player holding the hat must answer all 5 questions correctly in order to
win the game. If they only answer 3 or 4 out of the 5, you play the music again and continue
passing the hat! The idea is - you have to listen to the other players’ answers and hope the hat
lands on you! Here are some questions for inspiration:
1. What is the capital of Italy?
2. What is a group of Lions known as?
3. What country has the Eiffel Tower in it?
4. What is Dorothy's dog called in The Wizard of Oz?
5. Who wrote Romeo and Juliet?
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I wanted to share some creativity
with Brakenhale that I have been
doing with the children whilst at
home, involving face paints and
glitter. 💖😍

Dear
Diary

Ms Rust
Kitchen
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I would like to share some healthy
home cooked food inspirations with
everyone at Brakenhale. 🍲💖

Dear
Diary

Pics include ...
Spicy chicken wraps
Fishy noodles (brain food)

Enjoy

A yummy shepherds pie

Ms Rust (Kitchen)

Healthy chicken and veg cous cous
A spicy curry
Flavoured salmon
with spices and
lemon pepper
A burger with
homemade bbq
sauce
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A few photos from the
weekend whilst out on a
bike ride; which I haven't
been out on in ages - so I
was delighted to make
Bracknell, Berkshire –
Egham, Surrey and stop for
a bit of sightseeing on route.

Dear
Diary

Mrs McCrorie

Remember to
keep safe and
keep social
distancing when
out. Not a chance
of anyone
catching me up
on my bike !
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Ms Cullip’s

game corner

Ball in the Bucket:
As simple as it is in the title, you need get different sized balls into a bucket! You can
play this 2 ways:
1. Have the bucket moved further and further away from the player each time. The
further away you manage to score you ball into the bucket the more points that player
receives.

2. Use different sized balls e.g tennis, football, basket etc. Have the bucket a relatively
middle distance from the player, but each ball is worth different points. You can play
this until the first player reaches 50 or 100 points!
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Dear
Diary

Mrs McCrorie

VE Day / Stay Safe

Enjoy your bank holiday
weekend, have fun, Keep
Safe.

Our Street has been busy
in preparation for a social
distancing street party to
celebrate VE day which we
are looking forward too.
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Dear
Diary

Ms Pickett

Went into the living room to find this.
Just 2 lads watching TV!
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Attached is a picture of my two
youngest boys with our
neighbourhood food bank donation.
My gang (all 4) contributed to
decorating the box, designing a
leaflet and inviting all neighbours to
take part. They have now filled two
boxes for the Woodley food bank.

Dear
Diary

Mr Curtis

Colouring Heroes

Enjoy! Even though we are
unable to celebrate together,
we can still participate and
perhaps put up in our
windows?
All the best, stay safe and
well.

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Colouri
ngHeroes/photos/?tab=album&album_i
d=132293291753823
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Ms Cullip’s

game corner

Boules:
All you need for this is:
1 object to be used as a marker e.g bean bag, small ball, pen, keys etc.
Balls! - tennis balls preferably but you can use a football too!
This game is best played in the garden or outside to avoid any balls breaking anything in
the house!
You start by throwing your object into your space you've chosen for your "Boules Pitch".
Once the object has landed it cannot be moved. You and the other players will take it in
turns to throw your ball towards the marker. The ball that gets the closest to the marker is
the winner. You can have up to three balls per player (if you have enough) and if not just
take three goes each and get someone to monitor which go got the closest to the marker!
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My Great-Grandad will be 100 in July!
He was in the RAF in WW2.
During the D Day landings in 1944, he
was on board a ship as part of
Combined Operations. He was stationed
off Omaha beach for 2 weeks then off
Barfleur intercepting enemy night
torpedo bombers and mine laying
aircraft. In July his ship was hit and it
sank. He was rescued and taken to
Portsmouth and then London. On VE
Day he was at RAF Collistall where a
few days earlier he had found out that
my Grandad had been born.
In 2016 he received the Legion d'
honneur from France. I am very proud
of how brave my Great-Grandad was in
the war.

Dear
Diary

James Nower
8K
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Dear
Diary

Scrub and PPE Wednesday ...
yay.... lovely seeing these guys...
making a difference to the NHS.

Over 2,000 head bands for the
shields, 100 scrubs, bags and
head bands and caps.
Mrs Higham

#teambrakenhale through and
through
Social distancing and following
all the rules.
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STEM Internship Opportunities
Click here to see the flyer: PDF Flyer
'If would like any more information,
please email Mr Swynford-Lain on:
jlain@brakenhale.co.uk'
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Normally I’d spend my Sunday nights
singing with my acapella group but
we can’t be together in lockdown,
obviously. We have done this video
to be released on social media this
week to coincide with our NHS clap
day and thank front line key workers.
Link to youtube Video

Dear
Diary

Mrs Powell

“ Staying home to save lives is hard on
harmony - but will not stop it. To
celebrate and thank all our incredible
NHS staff, social care, educators and
essential workers keeping us safe and
comfortable we would like to take you
Somewhere Over The Rainbow 🌈. We
are so thankful for your commitment
and dedication.
Sung separately but woven together
by our immeasurably talented Steph
Foyle. We look forward to getting
back together to harmonise, but we
know it can wait whilst we all come
together in a different way to protect
each other. “
Lots of love, Avenue xx
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Emily Ashton

8R

Sam Barlow

7H

Isabelle Bennett

8K

Alexandra Brambley

7A

Scarlet Charlton

7H

Robbie Connor

8E

Amelia Elmes

8K

Alessandra Giannone

7E

Emanuele Giannone

7E

Maximillian Glover

7R

Mia Hopwood

8K

Sonya Lategan

8K

Kody Lester

8B

Callum Loxston

8R

Casey McCrorie

8H

Taylor Parsons

8R

Ella Proud

7R

Marine Satake

8N

Supreeth Suragala

7B

Marc Vockins-Masague

7A

Harley Weeks

8H

Tutor
Reading

Mr O'Brien

Tutor reading this week
was to celebrate all those
that have completed 4 full
weeks of reading.

Ms Oakley and Mrs
McCrorie

All these student received 20 Points.
Well done to you all!
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ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE
Most outdoor spaces – no matter the size - can become a haven for a wildlife.
From a bee box, bug hotel, window box, wildflower lawn, bird feeder, bat box, pond
and even growing seeds in empty loo roll tubes. Some things don’t require any
effort or financial outlay, just leaving a small area to go wild and untouched, will
soon have all sorts of creatures making it their home.
Creating small areas of different environments
can help to entice a wider range
of wildlife to your garden.

by Miss Prout
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ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE

It’s all about the Bees
We all know how important Bees are to the ecosystem, and I am lucky enough to have a
small garden where Bees are very welcome visitors. My most urgent job in the garden
recently has been to move a bee box that was positioned in a cool, shady area at the
bottom of the garden that wasn’t getting any guests.
About 4 years ago I brought a bee box to put up by the kitchen window so I could watch
them - and to have them pollenate various fruit trees that I have in pots on the patio, and
planted in the garden. But, while I was getting all the tools together to attach it to the wall,
bees had started to use it! They even got in the hollow handle of a hammer. So I got
another box, and fitted two where I had originally planned to have one. Within a couple of
days, the place was buzzing with some very busy bees. Since then, I’ve added more to
meet the demand (including allowing my decent hammer to be permanently repurposed),
and have now put the fifth one in a better location. Again, they were too impatient to wait
for me to attach an additional roof and had already started to fill the chambers, even while I
still was trying to fix it securely! There was even a few squabbles as they raced to find a
hole that was just the right size to lay their eggs in.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ZONE

It’s so interesting to observe and
learn about Solitary Bees, and they
are perfect to encourage into any
garden as they don’t have a sting so
are completely harmless.
Unfortunately, they don’t make
honey, but the timing of them
coming out in Spring coincides with
the burst of the cherry blossom that
is conveniently just a few
centimetres away from the boxes,
shortly followed by the blossom of
the pear and apple trees. So they
always have a good supply of food
and hopefully pollenate plenty of
the flowers so I should have plenty
of fruit.

They lay an egg at the back of
the bamboo cane, leave a
golden nugget of pollen for
the growing larvae to feed on
over the winter then seal it in
with a layer of mud (can also
be tiny pieces of leaves). I
have also learnt that their first
few eggs tend to be male and
the ones laid nearer the front
– which are first to emerge in
Spring – are most likely to be
female. This apparently is so
the females have time to
feed, mature and prepare to
reproduce and start the cycle
over again.
Miss Prout
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Citizen Science

What can you do to help from home?
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Citizen science

▹

The principal behind
citizen science is that
YOU get involved with
collecting data for science.

▹

This is important because it
allows scientists to collect
huge data sets of samples
taken across a country.

▹

There are lots of things to
chose from, like astronomy,
photo-tagging, wildlife surveys,
public health, air pollution and
weather.

What can you do from home?

▹

The Woodland Trust run a
project called Nature’s Calendar.
You can collect information on
wildlife from your own home.

Follow this link….

▹

https://naturescalendar.woodl
andtrust.org.uk/
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Citizen science

Other upcoming projects...

▹

This big butterfly count in
July and August:
https://www.bigbutterfly
count.org/

▹

The Natural History
Museum has all sorts of
activities to take part in:
https://www.nhm.ac.uk/
take-part/citizenscience.html
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Thanks!

Want to see your content here next week?
Email us at:
athome@brakenhale.co.uk

Credits

Special thanks to all the people who made and released
these awesome resources for free:

﹡ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival
﹡ Photographs by Unsplash
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Tell us what you think

▹
▹
▹
▹

Don’t forget you can still send us your thoughts:
FAB
DRAB
Staff Member of the Week

FAB
Please click to share with us
your views on what you like
about the school

DRAB
Please click to share with us
your views on what we can
do to improve

Staff Member of
the Week
Please click to let us have your
nominations for members of staff who
have exceeded your expectations
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Thank you for supporting us

Brakenhale
at Home

